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1. Introduction
The Jordan River region (Israel, Jordan, and the Palestinian National Authority (PA)) is one of
the most water scarce regions of the world. The total renewable water resource values in the
Jordan River region are 52 to 535 m3 per capita and year [15], which is far below the threshold
value of 1000 m3 per capita and year indicating chronic water scarcity [14]. On average,
water resources withdrawn for agricultural activities, such as irrigated crop production,
amount to two thirds of the total actual renewable water resources in the Jordan River region
[17]. This makes the agricultural sector the region’s major water user and shows the strong
regional impact of agricultural land-use activities on water resources. Besides the effect on
water resources, land-use activities also have a considerable effect on other natural resources
[20]. Examples are desertification caused by maladjusted land management policies [1, 4],
biodiversity loss due to habitat destruction and fragmentation [41, 64], and salinization of land
induced by irrigation [22]. Current pressures on natural resources in the Jordan River region
are likely to aggravate in the future due to high projected population growth rates, economic
development, and changing climate conditions. This may cause a further degradation of the
region’s ecosystems and reduce their capacity to provide ecosystem services in the long run.
Hence, there is an urgent need for a better understanding of the complex relationships in these
human-environmental systems, in order to develop sustainable management strategies for the
use of natural resources in the Jordan River region.
Water resources in the Jordan River region are largely transboundary and their distribution
between Israel, Jordan, and PA is a potential source of conflicts. Hence, strategies for
sustainable natural resource management in this region have to capture regulations at the
state level and have to be based on consistent assessment methods and collaboration between
the parties involved. This makes modeling approaches operating at the small scale or
approaches focusing solely on natural systems unsuitable. However, existing integrated
modeling approaches that cover the entire Jordan River region, such as presented in the Global
Environmental Outlook 4 [58], apply spatial resolutions that are too coarse to capture the
biophysical heterogeneity in the region, which is governed by a steep precipitation gradient
[13].
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In order to gain a better scientific understanding of the linkages between natural resources,
land management, and ecosystem functioning in the Jordan River region, we developed the
integrated modeling system LandSHIFT.JR (Land Simulation to Harmonize and Integrate
Freshwater Availability and the Terrestrial Environment - Jordan River). LandSHIFT.JR is
based on the spatially explicit land-use model LandSHIFT [49] and covers Israel, Jordan, and
PA. It applies a cellular automata approach to calculate land-use changes and corresponding
irrigation water requirements under current and future climate conditions. LandSHIFT.JR
operates on a regular grid with a spatial resolution of 30 arc seconds. It was tailored
specifically to the environmental and socio-economic conditions in the Jordan River region
[28, 29]. Since scarce water resources, vegetation degradation due to overgrazing, detrimental
effects of climate change on crop yields and irrigation water requirements, and increased soil
salinity caused by irrigation are the major environmental issues in the Jordan River region,
LandSHIFT.JR explicitly addresses these issues. This distinguishes LandSHIFT.JR from other
integrated land-use modeling systems operating at a similar spatial resolution and scale, e.g.
the CLUE(-S) model [61, 62]. LandSHIFT.JR simulates the spatial and temporal dynamics of
land-use systems in the Jordan River region and allows exploring the impact of alterations
in socio-economic and biophysical conditions on the spatial distribution and intensity of
land-use activities and the feedback of land-use changes on socio-economic conditions. The
modeling system’s main field of application is the simulation of spatially explicit, mid-
to long-term scenarios of land-use change. These scenarios show trends in land use and
support the identification of hot spots of change and competition for land. Thus, spatially
explicit land-use change scenarios generated with LandSHIFT.JR provide scientific support
for evaluation and formulation of sustainable land-use planning and promote informed
decision making.
The objective of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive description of the integrated
modeling system LandSHIFT.JR and of its validation. Moreover, we present an example of
an application of LandSHIFT.JR - a scenario-based assessment of land-use changes in the
Jordan River region. In section 2, a short description of the biophysical conditions and the
most important land characteristics of the Jordan River region is provided. In sections 3 to 5,
a detailed description of LandSHIFT.JR is given. The description focuses on the underlying
concepts of the modeling system as well as on the distinctive features of LandSHIFT.JR. The
structure of these sections follows the “Overview, Design concepts, Details” protocol for
model descriptions as proposed by [23] and is based on a description of an earlier version
of LandSHIFT.JR [30]. Sections 6 and 7 provide overviews of the validation of LandSHIFT.JR
and the results of an application example, respectively. The chapter closes with a discussion
of and conclusions on the integrated modeling system, its validation, and simulation results
in section 8.
2. The Jordan River region
LandSHIFT.JR was developed for Israel, Jordan, and PA (Fig. 1). The Jordan River region is
bordered by Lebanon and Syria in the North, by Iraq and Saudi Arabia in the East, by Egypt
in the Southwest, and by the Mediterranean Sea in the West. The region ranges from 34.22◦E,
29.19◦N to 39.30◦E, 33.38◦N. The terrain in the Jordan River region is very heterogeneous. The
Coastal Plain, stretching along the Mediterranean Sea, is flanked by the Negev desert in the
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Southeast and a mountainous region in the East and Northeast. In the North, the mountains
force the coastal air masses to rise and, as a result, induce relatively high precipitation amounts
[13]. A key physiographic feature of the Jordan River region is the Great Rift Valley in which
the Jordan River, Lake Tiberias, and the Dead Sea are located. With 407 m below sea level, the
Dead Sea marks the lowest point in the region and on the Earth’s surface. The highland area
in the Western part of Jordan, located along the Great Rift Valley, rises to elevations of 1200
m above sea level and drops gradually in elevation towards the East, where it develops into
the Jordan desert plateau [13]. The point with the highest elevation in the Jordan River region
is the Jabal Umm ad Dami, located in the South Jordan desert, with about 1854 m above sea
level.
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Figure 1. The study region covers Israel, Jordan, and the Palestinian National Authority.
The climate in the Northern, Central, and Western part of the Jordan River region is
Mediterranean, characterized by hot, dry summers and cool winters [13]. In the residual
part of the Jordan River region a semi-arid to arid climate predominates. A dominant feature
of the regional climatic conditions is the steep precipitation gradient, ranging from 900 mm
mean annual precipitation in the Northern tip of Israel to less than 50 mm in the desert areas
in the South of Israel and the South and Southeast of Jordan. Temperatures also exhibit a high
spatial variability across the Jordan River region with cold winters and hot summers in the
mountainous regions and more moderate extremes in the Rift Valley and the Coastal Plain
[13].
The Jordan River region covers about 116 thousand km2 of land area and 1 thousand km2 of
inland water area. Approximately 76.1% of the land area in the region is located in Jordan,
18.7% in Israel, and 5.2% in PA [18]. About 2600 km2 in the region are forest area. Arable land
and permanent cropland sum up to about 9200 km2. Approximately 3000 km2 in the Jordan
River region are equipped for irrigation. Thereof about two thirds are located in Israel. About
14 million people live in the Jordan River region [18]. The largest cities in the study region are
Amman, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, and Gaza.
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3. Overview
3.1. Purpose
LandSHIFT.JR is a regional version of the integrated modeling system LandSHIFT [49]. It was
adjusted and further developed to specifically simulate the spatial and temporal dynamics
of land-use systems in the Jordan River region. LandSHIFT.JR was designed for exploring
the effects of changes in socio-economic, climatic, and biophysical conditions on the spatial
distribution and intensity of land-use activities. In addition, LandSHIFT.JR serves as a tool to
formalize knowledge on and gain new insights into the functioning of land-use systems in the
Jordan River region. It can be used to test hypotheses about processes and interlinkages within
land-use systems, promote the understanding of these systems by identifying key processes
and their interlinkages, and, as a result, reveal demands for future research activities.
LandSHIFT.JR‘s main field of application is the simulation of spatially explicit, mid- to
long-term future scenarios of land-use and land-cover change. These scenarios explore
possible trends in land use and visualize alternative land-use configurations. Main model
output are maps displaying changes in land-use patterns. These maps help to reveal hot spots
of land-use change and allow for the identification of priority areas for further research or
focus areas for alternative management strategies. By these means, spatially explicit land-use
change scenarios generated with LandSHIFT.JR provide scientific support for the evaluation
and formulation of sustainable land-use planning and promote informed decision making.
3.2. State variables and scales
The representation of land-use systems in LandSHIFT.JR is operationalized on interacting
spatial scale levels. On these scale levels, the state variables of the modeled land-use systems
are defined. In total, there are four different spatial scale levels:
• Macro level: The spatial definition of the macro level is based on states. The state of a
macro-level entity (i.e. a state) is specified by the state variables population, crop demand,
livestock number (goats and sheep), yield change driven by technological progress, and
fraction of irrigated crop production in total crop production. The state variables crop demand,
yield change, and fraction of irrigation area are specified separately for each crop category.
Changes in macro-level state variables constitute driving forces of land-use change in
LandSHIFT.JR.
• Intermediate level I: The spatial scale hierarchy of LandSHIFT.JR includes a level based
on natural regions. This scale level allows including information on crop demands with
a higher spatial resolution such as the output from economic land-use models [26]. The
only state variable specified on this level is crop demand. This state variable is specified
separately for each crop category; a change in crop demand constitutes a driving force of
land-use change in LandSHIFT.JR. Crop demand can only be specified on one spatial scale
level. In case it is specified on the macro level, it cannot be specified on the intermediate
level I and vice versa.
• Intermediate level II: The spatial configuration of the intermediate level II is specified
by a regular grid with a spatial resolution of 0.02 decimal degrees (dd), which equals
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approximately 2.2 km at the equator. The state variables defined on this level include
potential irrigated wheat yields, potential rainfed wheat yields, and net irrigation water
requirements. Changes in potential yields are considered to be drivers of land-use change.
• Micro level: The geographic area of each state is specified by the micro level - a regular
grid with a uniform cell size of 30 arc seconds, which equals about 0.00833 dd or 1 km
at the equator. The state of a micro-level grid cell is specified by the state variables
dominant land-use type, settlement area, population density, stocking density for sheep and
goats, net primary productivity (NPP) of rangeland and natural vegetation, relative human
appropriation of net primary production (rel. HANPP [25, 29]), and crop production. The latter
is defined separately for each crop category. Furthermore, a set of quasi-static landscape
characteristics (e.g. slope) and land-use constraints (e.g. conservation areas) are defined
on the micro level.
LandSHIFT.JR applies a 5-year time step. The length of the simulation period depends
on the research question the respective simulation experiment is supposed to answer and
typically ranges between 20 and 50 years. After each simulation step, LandSHIFT.JRwrites the
simulation results to files. This output comprises micro-level maps displaying the dominant
land-use and land-cover type, population density, net irrigation water requirements, stocking
density, and rel. HANPP. Moreover, the output includes a set of indicators and area statistics
aggregated to the macro level.
3.3. Process overview and scheduling
The processes implemented in LandSHIFT.JR are organized in three modules (Fig. 2),
which operate on the different spatial scale levels by modifying the scale-specific state
variables. The Biophysics module, which describes the environmental subsystem, comprises
process representations for the calculation of potential irrigated and rainfed wheat yields, net
irrigation water requirements, and NPP of rangeland and natural vegetation. All the variables
provided by the Biophysics module are climate dependent and, hence, differ between climate
scenarios. This module operates on the intermediate level II and on the micro level. The
Socio-economy module and the Land Use Change module (LUC module) represent the
human subsystem. The Socio-economy module provides information on population growth,
agricultural production and trade (implemented via the state variables crop demand and
livestock numbers), and yield change due to technological progress. The processes of this
module operate on the macro level and, in case crop demands are specified with a higher
spatial resolution, also on the intermediate level I. For each simulation step, the Biophysics
module and the Socio-economy module are executed and the corresponding state variables
are updated. Subsequently, the updated information is used by the LUC module to simulate
changes in land use and land cover. The processes of the LUC module operate on the
micro level. Bidirectional information exchange between the modules is implemented via
the exchange of the state variables.
The LUC module calculates the extent and location of land-use and land-cover changes.
Therefore, it implements four land-use activities: housing and infrastructure, irrigated crop
production, rainfed crop production, and livestock grazing. The processes representing
the different land-use activities are organized in submodules: METRO for housing and
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Figure 2. Conceptual structure of the integrated modeling system LandSHIFT.JR, adapted from [48].
infrastructure, AGRO IR for irrigated crop production, AGRO RF for rainfed crop
production, and GRAZE for livestock grazing. The competition between these activities for
land is addressed by a ranking of the four activities, which defines the sequence of execution.
The ranking can be defined flexibly based on the research question; a straightforward way
of ranking land-use activities is to follow their economic importance: METRO ⊲ AGRO IR
⊲ AGRO RF ⊲ GRAZE. In one simulation step, cells occupied by a superordinate land-use
activity are unavailable for a subordinate land-use activity.
In every simulation step, each land-use activity submodule executes the functional parts
demand processing, preference ranking, and demand allocation. This complies with the
generalized structure of spatially explicit land-use change models as presented by [63].
First, within the demand processing part, driving forces of land-use change are converted
to macro-level/intermediate level I demands for services (e.g. housing) and agricultural
commodities. Second, within the preference ranking part, the suitability of the micro-level
grid cells for the different land-use activities is assessed, resulting in suitability maps. The
grid cells are then ranked based on their suitability. Third, within the demand allocation part,
each land-use activity manipulates the dominant land-use type as well as the corresponding
state variable (population density forMETRO, irrigated crop production for AGRO IR, rainfed
crop production for AGRO RF, stocking density for GRAZE) of the best-suited micro-level
grid cells, in order to meet the demand for the service or agricultural commodity under
consideration. The range and magnitude of change is constrained by the demand for the
service or agricultural commodity on the one hand and by the supply, i.e., the productivity on
the particular micro-level grid cells on the other hand.
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4. Design concepts
The choice of design concepts was guided by the purpose of the modeling system as described
in section 3.1. LandSHIFT.JR combines a set of different design concepts that can be specified
as a dynamic, integrated, process based, and spatially explicit.
Research questions that land-use modeling typically addresses are related to the timing and
rate of land-use changes [35]. A prerequisite for the representation of the temporal behavior of
land-use systems is a dynamicmodeling approach [63]. LandSHIFT.JR applies such a dynamic
modeling approach. It subdivides the simulation period into several time steps and, hence,
fulfills the basic requirements for the simulation of land-use change trajectories, feedbacks,
and path dependencies in the evolution of land-use systems.
According to [2], integrated modeling systems have to include information from more than
one discipline, organize information in a modularized program structure, and link scientific
findings with policy analysis. LandSHIFT.JR was developed to bring together information
from different disciplines to support decision making and it is typically applied in the
context of scenario analyses with strong relevance for land-use planning and policy [29, 31].
Furthermore, it provides a framework for the combination of biophysical and socio-economic
information with geographic information in form of a modularized program structure.
LandSHIFT.JR applies a process-based modeling approach in order to describe the land-use
systems of the Jordan River region as human-environmental systems and to explore the
interlinkages between their subsystems. The modeling system includes representations of
the key processes resulting in changes in human-environment systems. As pivotal process,
LandSHIFT.JR implements human decision making with regard to the extent, location, and
intensity of land-use activities. The process-based approach allows analyzing trajectories and
intermediate states of land-use and land-cover change [63].
Spatially explicit land-use models simulate changes in land use for individual spatial entities
[63]. In case of LandSHIFT.JR these spatial entities are cells of a regular grid. Spatially explicit
models, such as LandSHIFT.JR, are able to simulate the location and spatial variability of
land-use and land-cover changes and, as a result, enable the analysis of the interlinkages
between socio-economic and biophysical environments as well as variations in location and
quantity of land use.
5. Details
5.1. Initialization
Since LandSHIFT.JR integrates data from different fields and sources, considerable effort
is required to synchronize the different datasets in an initial simulation step. In order
to harmonize the information on population density and the land-use/land-cover map
information on urban areas, LandSHIFT.JR initially reads the basic land-use/land-cover map
(derived from the MODIS global land cover dataset [21]). This information is then combined
with the micro-level information on population density [8]. Onmicro-level grid cells, at which
the land-use type is not “urban”, but where the population density exceeds the upper limit for
population density in rural regions, the land-use type is changed to “urban”. Furthermore,
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spatial information on population density is combined with information on per capita area
demands [12] in order to calculate the settlement area on non-urban grid cells; this area is not
available for land-use activities such as crop production or livestock grazing.
Available land-use/land-cover map products for the Jordan River region do not distinguish
between area under crop for different crops. Furthermore, grazing areas are not assigned
separately. Hence, an initial distribution of rangeland as well as area under crop for
the considered crop categories has to be generated artificially. In order to derive the
initial distribution of area under crop, LandSHIFT.JR distributes areas for the different crop
categories to the best suited micro-level grid cells (see section 5.3.3). These areas under crop
are derived from national statistics for Israel1, Jordan2, and PA3 for the year 2000. Based on
the MIRCA2000 dataset [44], double cropping is assumed for rainfed and irrigated vegetables
in all three states. The applied area values are displayed in Table 1. The best suited micro-level
grid cells, on which these areas are distributed, are preferably those cells that are categorized
as “cropland” in the underlying land-use/land-cover map. The distribution of areas under
crop is carried out separately for irrigated and rainfed crop production. In case grid cells
categorized as “cropland” in the underlying map are not categorized as one of the considered
crop categories during initialization, their land-use type is set to “other crops” and kept
static for the rest of the simulation run. This is based on the assumption that “cropland”
in the original land-use/land-cover map also includes areas covered with crops that are not
contained in one of the considered categories and that for these crops no drivers are specified
as model input.
State IR fruits IR vegetables IR cereals RF fruits RF vegetables RF cereals Rangeland
[km2] [km2] [km2] [km2] [km2] [km2] [km2]
Israel 661.4 253.6 643.0 162.6 22.1 1206.9 1480
Jordan 348.2 155.3 110.3 521.3 9.1 1045.5 7910
PA 81.6 67.1 26.8 1092.9 19.9 440.4 1500
Table 1. Cropland and rangeland areas derived from national statistics and FAOSTAT [18] used to
initialize cropland and rangeland area distribution in LandSHIFT.JR.
Based on the resulting land-use type distribution, LandSHIFT.JR relates the macro-level
production pcensc for each of the irrigated and rainfed crop categories c (derived from
census data) to the sum of the local production on grid cells with that crop category in the
newly generated map pcalcc. This is done in order to calculate a separate management
parameter basec for each of these categories. The management parameter is defined as
basec = pcensc/pcalcc. It accounts for inconsistencies between different data sources and
uncertainties due to agricultural management strategies (e.g. multiple cropping, fertilization)
that affect the total production of a crop but are not explicitly considered in LandSHIFT.JR.
Crop production values applied in this context are4: about 1.78 million tonnes of fruits (Israel:
1.304million tonnes, Jordan: 0.232million tonnes, PA: 0.246million tonnes), about 3.01million
tonnes of vegetables and melons (Israel: 1.643 million tonnes, Jordan: 0.825 million tonnes,
PA: 0.541 million tonnes), and about 0.27 million tonnes of cereals (Israel: 0.183 million
1 http://www1.cbs.gov.il/reader/cw_usr_view_Folder?ID=141
2 http://www.dos.gov.jo/dos_home_e/main/index.htm
3 http://www.pcbs.gov.ps/Default.aspx?tabID=1&lang=en
4 All values derived from FAOSTAT are given as 3-year average for the years 1999-2001.
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tonnes, Jordan: 0.044 million tonnes, PA: 0.041 million tonnes). The crop specific management
parameter is evaluated for initial conditions and is applied in the following simulation steps
in order to adjust the yield values and, as a result, transfer potential crop yields into actual
yields. Based on irrigated area under crop, rainfed area under crop, and the adjusted crop
yields, the fraction of irrigated crop production in total crop production is calculated. This
parameter is also invariant.
There are two differentmodes available in LandSHIFT.JR for calculating the initial distribution
of rangeland and the related stocking densities for small ruminants: a production-driven
approach and an area-driven approach. For the production-driven approach, the forage
demand is allocated to the best suited micro-level grid cells and the land-use type of these
cells is converted to “rangeland”. The forage demand is calculated from livestock numbers
derived from statistical data and the forage demand per animal [40]. Livestock numbers used
in this context were derived from FAOSTAT [18] and amount to 0.4 million sheep and goats
in Israel, 2.2 million sheep and goats in Jordan, and 0.9 million sheep and goats in PA. For the
area-driven approach, rangeland area for the year 2000 (also derived from FAOSTAT, Table 1)
is allocated to the best suited micro-level grid cells. The land-use type of these grid cells is
set to “rangeland”. The stocking densities on the rangeland cells are then calculated from the
local NPP of rangeland and natural vegetation and the forage demand per sheep or goat.
5.2. Input
LandSHIFT.JR input comprises time series on population, crop demands, yield change due
to technological progress, livestock numbers as well as socio-economic information, e.g. on
environmental policies or regional planning. For the application example presented in this
chapter, this information is derived from the participatory scenario exercise of the GLOWA
Jordan River project5. An overview of the scenarios and the corresponding values for the
drivers of land-use change is given in [6]. Besides the above mentioned input specified on
the macro level and/or intermediate level I, LandSHIFT.JR requires data on landscape and
land-use characteristics specified on intermediate level II and on themicro level. This category
of input includes potential crop yields and NPP under current and future climate conditions
or landscape attributes such as slope or river network density. A detailed description of the
data input on landscape and land-use characteristics is given in section 5.3.4.
5.3. Submodels
The processes in LandSHIFT.JR are organized in the three submodels Biophysics module,
Socio-economy module, and LUC module. The details of these submodels are described in
this section.
5.3.1. Biophysics module
In each simulation step, the Biophysics module updates the state variables potential irrigated
wheat yields, potential rainfed wheat yields, net irrigation water requirements, and NPP of
rangeland and natural vegetation. The updated information is then provided to the LUC
5 http://www.glowa-jordan-river.de
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module. The calculation of wheat yields and irrigation water requirements is based on the
output of the dynamic, process-based crop growth model EPIC [67, 68]. In order to include
future progress in the agricultural sector such as new management methods or fertilizers into
the crop yield calculations, yields are corrected with a state-specific factor for yield change
due to technological progress. The calculation of the state variable NPP of rangeland and
natural vegetation is based on output of WADISCAPE [34]. In contrast to the wheat yield
calculations, no effect of technological change on productivity is taken into account. This
is based on the assumption that small ruminant grazing in the Jordan River region usually
takes place on largely unmanaged marginal lands. The impact of changing climate conditions
is considered for wheat yields, irrigation water requirements, and NPP. This is realized by
a correction for climate change based on a linear interpolation between the productivities or
water requirements calculated for current climate conditions and the respective productivities
or water requirements calculated for future climate conditions given by regional climate
simulations for the Jordan River region [53].
GEPIC. We applied GIS-based EPIC (GEPIC) [37], a combination of the crop growth model
EPIC [67, 68] with a GIS, to simulate wheat yields and crop water requirements under current
and future climate. EPIC has been used successfully to simulate crop yields under a wide
range of weather conditions, soil properties, and management schemes [37]. EPIC works on
a daily time step and considers the major processes in the soil-crop-atmosphere-management
system [67]. We used simulated potential yield under rainfed and optimal irrigated conditions
for wheat as a proxy crop type. In order to derive irrigated/rainfed yields for the crop
categories fruits, vegetables, and cereals from irrigated/rainfed wheat yield, an additional
processing step was required. We multiplied the grid cell values of potential wheat yield by
the ratio of mean actual yield for an irrigated/rainfed crop category to the mean potential
yield on irrigated/rainfed areas covered by the crop category. This step was based on values
for the year 2000. The actual yields stem from IMPACT model [45] calculations that were also
used to provide input on future crop production. By this means, we ensure the consistency
of yield values between the various model drivers and inputs. At the same time, we are able
to include spatial and temporal variability of the crop yield simulations with GEPIC in our
analysis.
WADISCAPE. The WADISCAPE model [34] provides information on stocking capacities6
as well as information on the relationship between stocking density with small ruminants
(goats and sheep) and productivity of green biomass7 under current and future climate
conditions. WADISCAPE simulates the growth and dispersal of herbaceous plants and
dwarf shrubs in artificial, fractal wadi landscapes (wadiscapes) of 1.5 km × 1.5 km. The
main exogenous driver of vegetation dynamics in WADISCAPE is water availability, which
is calculated from precipitation under consideration of topography. The simulation of
vegetation dynamics is based on validated small-scale models of annual plants [33, 34] and
dwarf shrubs [38]. WADISCAPE simulations were conducted for five climatic regions (arid
to mesic Mediterranean) and, in factorial combination, five varying slope categories (0◦ to
6 Stocking capacity is defined as the number of sheep and goats per hectare for which the green biomass production
provides enough food in nine of ten years in year-round grazing [34].
7 In this context, green biomass is defined as the aboveground biomass of herbaceous plants and leaf mass of dwarf
shrubs.
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30◦). In order to determine the stocking capacity of the vegetation, these simulations were
conducted for stocking densities ranging from 0 to 10 animals per hectare.
5.3.2. Socio-economy module
The Socio-economy module operates on the macro level and, if crop demand information
with a higher spatial resolution is included, additionally on the intermediate level I. The
module accounts for the organization and processing of the state variables population, crop
demand, livestock number, and changes in crop yield due to technological progress. For
historical periods, information on these state variables is derived from statistical databases
(e.g. FAOSTAT [18]). For future periods, this information is typically generated with
participatory scenario development, following the SAS approach [3] and the economic model
IMPACT [45]. An update of the state variables is carried out by the Socio-economy module
within each simulation step.
IMPACT. The InternationalModel for Policy Analysis of Agricultural Commodities and Trade
(IMPACT), a representation of a competitive global market for agricultural commodities [45],
was designed for the analysis of current conditions and possible future developments in food
demand, supply, trade, prices, and malnutrition outcomes. The model covers 32 commodities
and 36 countries/regions linked through trade and, hence, accounts for almost all of the
world’s food production and consumption. IMPACT is based on a system of supply and
demand elasticities implemented via linear and nonlinear equations. It incorporates demand
as a function of price, income and population growth, and changes in crop production. The
changes in crop production are determined on the basis of crop prices and productivity
growth rates [45].
SAS. The SAS (Story And Simulation) approach to scenario analysis [3] combines both,
quantitative and qualitative aspects of scenarios. The combination of those two aspects makes
the resulting scenarios on the one hand generally understandable and on the other hand
suitable for planning purposes. Distinctive features of SAS are the iterative structure and
the intensive participation of experts and stakeholders. A detailed description of SAS is
provided by [3]; a description of the SAS application in the context of a scenario analysis
for the Jordan River region is given in [6]. Results from this scenario analysis were used to
derive information on future development of population and livestock numbers in the Jordan
River region for the application example (see section 7).
5.3.3. Land Use Change module
The LUC module is the central component of LandSHIFT.JR. The module accomplishes the
simulation of the location and quantity of land-use and land-cover changes. This is realized by
a regionalization of the macro-level/intermediate level I demands for area intensive services
and agricultural commodities to the micro level. The basic principle is to allocate the demands
to the most suitable micro-level grid cells by changing the land-use type, population density,
crop production or livestock density of as many cells as required to meet the demand.
Each service or commodity is linked to a land-use type. The LUC module implements the
submodules METRO (housing and infrastructure), AGRO IR (irrigated crop production),
AGRO RF (rainfed crop production), and GRAZE (livestock grazing). In every simulation
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step, these four submodules are executed subsequently and each of this submodules executes
the three functional parts demand processing, preference ranking, and demand allocation. In
the following, the general operating mode of the functional parts is described.
Demand processing. The functional part demand processing is responsible for the
transformation of the drivers of land-use change to macro-level/intermediate level I demands
for the implemented services and commodities.
Preference ranking. The functional part preference ranking operates on the micro level and
serves for the identification and ranking of the preferred grid cells for the different land-use
activities and the corresponding land-use types. A method from the field of Multi Criteria
Analysis [11] is applied in order to calculate the preference values of the grid cells for the
different land-use types. The preference value ψk of a grid cell k is calculated as
ψk =
n
∑
i=1
wi fi(pi,k)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
suitability
×
m
∏
j=1
gj(cj,k)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
constraints
(1)
with ∑i(wi) = 1 and fi(pi,k), gj(cj,k) ∈ [0, 1]. The first part of the equation is the sum of
the different weighted suitability factors p, contributing to the suitability of a grid cell k for
a particular land-use type. The weights w determine the importance of a suitability factor in
the analysis. The factor weights were determined according to the CRITIC method [10]. This
method allows the calculation of “objective weights” on the basis of the contrast intensity
between the evaluation criteria, i.e., the standard deviation of normalized criteria values and
the inter-criteria correlation. The second term of the equation is the product of the land-use
constraints c. These constraints reflect important aspects of human decision making, e.g.
land-use restrictions in conservation areas. One constraint implemented in LandSHIFT.JR
is the transition between the different land-use types: not all land-use and land-cover types
can be converted into each other. These conversion elasticities are a frequently used method
in the field of land-use modeling [62]. A summary of all possible conversions is given in Table
2.
From / To Urban IR cropland RF cropland Rangeland Set aside Natural veg.
Urban + - - - - -
IR cropland + + - - + -
RF cropland + + + - + -
Rangeland + + + + - -
Set aside + + + + + -
Natural veg. + + + + - +
Table 2. Land-use transition matrix. Possible conversions are indicated by “+”, impossible conversions
are indicated by “-”.
The suitability factors, their weights, and the land-use constraints are specified on the macro
level and implemented as time-dependent variables. This enables the representation of
changing policies and environmental boundary conditions. Suitability factors and constraints
are normalized by factor-specific value functions f and constraint specific value functions g.
Value functions, based on logistic regression analysis, can be defined as positive or negative
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relationships and are scaled by the range of the respective factor within a state in order to
account for the spatial heterogeneity.
Suitability factors and constraints can be state variables, landscape attributes, zoning
regulations, or spatial neighborhood characteristics. The neighborhood of the micro-level
grid cells is analyzed in each simulation step in order to generate information about the
land-use/land-cover type of the adjacent cells. The neighborhood of a cell can be defined
by type and order, e.g. von Neumann or Moore neighborhood. Additionally, a (geographic)
search radius can be specified. The set of relevant suitability factors and land-use constraints,
the types of value functions, and the factor weights can be derived either by data driven
procedures (e.g. geostatistical analysis) or by expert knowledge (e.g. by means of the
Analytical Hierarchy Process [46]).
Demand allocation. The functional part demand allocation assigns the macro-level
and intermediate-level I demands for the implemented services and commodities to the
micro-level grid cells with the highest preference for the associated land-use type. For this
functional part, each land-use activity implements its own allocation strategy:
• METRO. The submodule METRO simulates the spatial and temporal dynamics of area
for housing and infrastructure. Changes in quantity and location of this area are
driven by alterations in population numbers, specified on the macro-level. The demand
allocation procedure for METRO distinguishes between municipal regions and rural
regions. Depending on the category, a different kind of growth process is applied.
Therefore, the micro-level grid cells are grouped into these two categories. A municipal
cell is defined as a cell that features the land-use type “urban” or has at least one grid cell
with the land-use type “urban” in its direct neighborhood. All other cells are defined as
rural cells. The growth of urban areas is implemented as urban encroachment process [69],
i.e., new area for housing and infrastructure is located at the edges of existing urban area
[54].
In order to allocate additional population, a three-step procedure is applied. First, a
parameter defines the fractions of the additional population that is assigned to municipal
and rural regions, respectively. Second, depending on the grid cell‘s actual population
density and suitability values, additional population is allocated. On cells with the
land-use type “urban”, an upper threshold for population density is defined, which limits
the population amount that can be allocated to these grid cells. Third, based on the
recalculated population densities, land-use conversions are calculated: rural cells feature a
threshold value for population density. In case, this population density value is exceeded,
the land-use type of the grid cells is changed to “urban”.
In rural regions, each cell has a fraction of settlement area that is occupied by housing and
infrastructure. The amount of settlement area on a rural grid cell is calculated based on
population density and the per capita area demand [12]. The area not required for housing
and infrastructure is available for other land use or land cover that specifies the dominant
land-use type on rural grid cells. On grid cells with the dominant land-use type “urban”,
all area is required for housing and infrastructure.
• AGRO IR and AGRO RF. The two AGRO submodules AGRO IR and AGRO RF are
separate submodules that are executed one after another (see section 3.3). AGRO IR is
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responsible for the allocation of the crop categories irrigated fruits (excluding melons),
irrigated vegetables and melons, and irrigated cereals. AGRO RF allocates the crop
categories rainfed fruits (excluding melons), rainfed vegetables and melons, and rainfed
cereals. The crop category definition is based on the crop type aggregation of the FAOSTAT
database [18]. Both, AGRO IR and AGRO RF, follow the same general approach regarding
demand allocation, and are hence described jointly.
The basic principle of the demand allocation part in AGRO is to formulate a
“compromise-solution”-problem for the calculation of a quasi-optimum crop allocation, in
order to deal with the competition for land resources between the different crop categories.
This is implemented as a modified version of theMulti-Objective Land Allocation (MOLA)
heuristic [11]. This heuristic resolves emerging conflicts by a pair-wise comparison; cells
claimed by more than one crop category are allocated to the category with the higher
preference value. In LandSHIFT, the heuristic was modified in two ways [49]. First, the
modified version allocates crop demands instead of a given area. Second, pattern stability
is considered in the conflict resolution step, i.e., the land-use patterns remain constant if
no changes in crop demands occur.
The amount of crop production on a micro-level grid cell is based on the local production
P. The local production P for a crop category c at simulation step t for a particular grid
cell, is defined as:
Pc(t) = basec × yc(t)× (1+ techc(t))× ac(t) (2)
Pc(t) micro-level grid cell production of crop category c for simulation step t [Mg],
basec management parameter for crop category category c [-],
yc(t) micro-level grid cell yield for crop category c in simulation step t [Mg km−2],
techc(t) technology-induced yield change for crop category c in simulation step t [-],
ac(t) available cell area for production of crop category c in simulation step t [km2].
The crop production P is computed by combining state variables from different spatial
scale levels (crop yield and yield change) and the cell area a that is not used as settlement
area. The local crop yield is updated in each simulation step by the Biophysics module in
order to include changes due to alterations in climatic conditions. The management factor
base is a proxy for agricultural management characteristics (see section 5.1), which are
not directly taken into account by LandSHIFT.JR. If not enough suitable land resources
are available to allocate the crop demands, unmet demands are documented in a text
file. In case more cropland was allocation in a previous simulation step as required in
the following simulation step, the land-use type of dispensable cells is converted to “set
aside” (fallow).
• GRAZE. The GRAZE submodule accounts for the spatial and temporal dynamics of
livestock grazing. Changes in quantity and location of grazing area, which has the land-use
type “rangeland”, are driven by alterations in livestock numbers (sheep and goats) given
in livestock units (LU), specified on the macro-level. Based on the livestock number, the
amount of required forage, which has to be provided by grazing land, is calculated. This
is done under consideration of the daily forage demand per LU and the share of grazing
in feed composition. The residual share in feed composition is assumed to be covered by
crops and crop residues and is considered indirectly in LandSHIFT.JR.
The demand allocation part of GRAZE is based on a relationship between grazing
intensity (stocking density) and local biomass productivity (NPP of rangeland and natural
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vegetation). This relationship is specified by non-linear correlation functions between
stocking density (number of small ruminants per hectare) and green biomass productivity
(tonnes per hectare), calculated with WADISCAPE [34]. The correlation functions were
generated for all combinations of five slope categories (0◦ to <5◦, ≥5◦ to <12.5◦, ≥12.5◦
to <17.5◦, ≥17.5◦ to <25◦, ≥25◦) with five categories of mean annual precipitation (Table
3). Areas with mean annual precipitation values, that are not covered by the WADISCAPE
simulations (values below 80 mmmean annual precipitation) are not suitable for livestock
grazing. Except for micro-level grid cells located in these areas, each micro-level grid cell
is attributed to one of the correlation functions depending on the grid-cell value for slope
and mean annual precipitation.
Category Mean annual precipitation
[mm]
Arid ≥ 80 to < 200
Semiarid ≥ 200 to < 400
Dry Mediterranean ≥ 400 to < 500
Typical Mediterranean ≥ 500 to < 700
Mesic Mediterranean ≥ 700 to < 960
Table 3. Mean annual precipitation categories in WADISCAPE [34].
Two different allocation routines are available for calculating the initial distribution of
rangeland and the corresponding stocking densities:
1. Demand-driven approach: The forage demand is allocated to the preferred micro-level
grid cells and the land-use type of these cells is converted to “rangeland”. The local
biomass productivity is calculated from the non-linear correlation function that is valid
for the respective grid cells, assuming no former grazing activity on these grid cells.
Based on the available biomass productivity, the local stocking density is calculated
under consideration of the forage demand per animal.
2. Area-driven approach: Instead of a forage demand, a certain amount of rangeland area
(Table 1) is allocated to the micro-level grid cells. The land-use type of these grid cells
is converted to “rangeland”. The potential total biomass production on these grid cells
is calculated from the non-linear correlation functions, assuming no former use of these
cells as rangeland. Based on the potential biomass production on the resulting area, the
stocking density is adjusted and assigned to the grid cells, in order to meet the forage
demand.
In order to calculate the local biomass productivity in the following simulation steps, the
cell’s correlation function is chosen and combined with the stocking density set in the
initial simulation step. The actual stocking density is then calculated from this productivity
via the forage demand and assigned to the grid cell. In the subsequent simulation step,
this stocking density is then used to derive the new local productivity from the cell specific
correlation function. This procedure is repeated for each simulation step [29].
An important effect of this feedback between stocking density and biomass productivity is
the resulting self-regulation of the grazing system: the allocation of high stocking densities
in one simulation step results in reduced biomass productivity in the following simulation
step and, hence, lower stocking densities. In addition to the dynamic calculation of local
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biomass productivity, change in biomass productivity due to climate change, also derived
fromWADISCAPE calculations driven by regional climate simulations [53], is considered.
The GRAZE demand allocation part features two different methods for rangeland
management: (1) sustainable rangeland management and (2) intensive rangeland
management [29]. These allocation modes use micro-level grid cell specific information
on stocking capacities calculated by WADISCAPE. The allocation modes apply different
procedures in case the local stocking density exceeds the stocking capacity (overgrazing).
In case of sustainable management, the local sustainable stocking capacity defines the
maximum possible stocking density at a grid cell. The sustainable stocking capacity is
a user defined fraction of the maximum stocking capacity. Each time the stocking density,
assessed from local biomass productivity, exceeds the sustainable stocking capacity of the
grid cell, the stocking density is set back to the sustainable stocking capacity, i.e., no
overgrazing is allowed. For intensive management, this limitation is not applied and
the stocking density is exclusively limited by the local biomass productivity. For both
managements, the upper limit for stocking density is 10 animals per hectare, given by the
range of the WADISCAPE simulations [34].
Besides the above mentioned land-use/land-cover types urban, irrigated fruits (excl. melons),
irrigated vegetables (incl. melons), irrigated cereals, rainfed fruits (excl. melons), rainfed
vegetables (incl. melons), rainfed cereals, other crops, set aside, and rangeland, a set of
other types exist. These are: forests, cropland/natural vegetation mosaic, grassland, shrub
land, woody savannah, barren land, water, and wetlands. Changes in those are not directly
simulated by LandSHIFT.JR but result from land-use conversions of the land-use types that
area covered by METRO, AGRO, and GRAZE.
5.3.4. Submodel parameterization
METRO. For METRO, two suitability factors were considered: terrain slope [59] and travel
time to major cities [57]. In Table 4, all suitability factors and their weights for the
different land-use activities are displayed. As land-use constraint, conservation areas were
implemented. As a result, no new urban area can be allocated in conservation areas. Spatially
explicit information on national and international nature conservation area was derived from
the World Database on Protected Areas [66]. The basic principle of METRO is to convert
the population to a cell specific population density value. For this purpose, one part of
the population is allocated to urban areas; the residual part is allocated to rural areas. The
fraction of population allocation to urban areas is 65 % [58]. In case that the rural population
density exceeds 5000 people/km2, or the area demand for housing and infrastructure on a
grid cell exceeds 80 % of the grid cell size, the land-cover type of the grid cell is changed to
“urban”. The maximum population density per grid cell is 26098 people/km2, derived from
the population density map for the study region for the year 2000 [8].
AGRO IR. For AGRO IR, six different suitability factors were considered. Besides terrain
slope and travel time to major cities, additionally area equipped for irrigation [52], irrigated
crop yields, population density, and river network density were considered. Irrigated crop
yields were calculatedwith GEPIC and varywith time based on changes in climate conditions.
Population density for the year 2000 is derived from the CIESIN dataset [8] and is updated by
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Activity Suitability factor Factor weight
METRO Terrain slope 0.366
Travel time to major cities 0.634
AGRO IR Area equipped for irrigation 0.233
Irrigated crop yield 0.145
Population density 0.049
River network density 0.262
Terrain slope 0.147
Travel time to major cities 0.164
AGRO RF Population density 0.067
Rainfed crop yield 0.311
Terrain slope 0.258
Travel time to major cities 0.364
GRAZE Population density 0.044
NPP of rangeland/nat. veg. 0.529
River network density 0.256
Terrain slope 0.170
Table 4. Suitability factors and corresponding weights for the different land-use activities.
LandSHIFT.JR over the course of the simulation. The river network density is calculated as
the line density of rivers per grid cell, based on the RWDB2 river-surface water body network
dataset [19]. As land-use constraints, conservation areas are considered. Furthermore, a
risk map on soil sensitivity to adverse effects of irrigation with treated wastewater [47] was
included and can be used for future studies.
AGRO RF. For AGRO RF, four suitability factors were considered. These are rainfed crop
yields, slope, travel time to major cities, and population density. Rainfed crop yields were
calculated with GEPIC and vary with time based on changes in climate conditions. The only
land-use constraint for this activity is conservation area.
GRAZE. For GRAZE, the four considered suitability factors are NPP on rangeland and natural
vegetation, slope, river network density, and population density. In conservation areas, the
use as rangeland is constrained. The information on NPP is derived from WADISCAPE
calculations. To derive the forage demand from the livestock number, we assume one sheep
or goat to equal 0.125 LU [51]. In addition, we apply a regional factor for Israel (0.8) and
Jordan/PA (0.42) that considers the geographical variability in animal body size [51]. The
daily forage demand per goat or sheep is 1.35 kg dry matter [40] of which we assume 30 % to
be covered by grazing [4]. The consumable part of the aboveground green biomass is 75 %.
6. Model validation
We applied three different methods to validate our modeling system. First, we validated
the underlying assumptions of the suitability assessment with the Relative Operating
Characteristics (ROC) method [43]. Second, we used the MODIS land cover dataset for the
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years 2001 and 2005 to perform a map comparison analysis using version 2.0 of the Map
Comparison Kit8. Third, we compared macro-level simulation results on area under crop for
the different irrigated and rainfed crop categories for the year 2005 with the corresponding
values from statistical databases.
6.1. Relative Operating Characteristics
The agreement of simulated and observed land-use change depends on the agreement of both
the quantity and location of change. Only if the simulated quantity of change equals the
observed quantity of change, the simulated land-use changes can agree perfectly with the
real land-use changes. On contrary, if the simulated quantity of change equals the observed
quantity of change the location of simulated change can still lead to disagreement of modeled
and real land-use change.
The ROC method [43] allows assessing to what degree the model is capable to assess the
right location of change independently of the simulated quantity of change. Hence, the
ROC analysis can be used to validate the underlying preference ranking processes that guide
the location of changes in land use and land cover, represented by a suitability map. For
this purpose, an independent real-change map indicating observed land-use or land-cover
changes is necessary. Since the ROCmethod is only meaningful for testing the suitability map
for the conversion of any land-use/land-cover type to one single land-use/land-cover type
at a time, we applied the method to validate the suitability maps for each land-use activity
separately. Whereas the suitability map for a specific land-use activity is a direct model output
of LandSHIFT.JR, the categorical real-change map had to be constructed. For this purpose,
observed raster maps for two points in time were compared to each other. Grid cells that
feature a land-use or land-cover change between these two points in time were categorized as
change cells whereas all other cells are categorized as non-change cells.
The ROC method compares the real-change map to a sequence of virtual simulated land-use
change maps that result from a successively increasing quantity of change. The maps are
derived by assuming that land-use change occurs on cells where the suitability value exceeds a
certain threshold. Typically, theminimum, the deciles, and themaximum of the distribution of
the suitability values are used as thresholds to prepare a sequence of maps assuming land-use
change on 0 % to 100 % of all cells in 10 %-steps. In order to compare each of these maps to
the real-change map, the rates of true positives (TP) and false positives (FP) are calculated. A
cell is counted as a TP if real land-use change is modeled correctly. In contrast, if simulated
land-use change coincides with non-change in reality, the cell is counted as a FP. The rates of
TP and FP are computed as the ratio of the number of TPs and the number of possible TPs
and the ratio of the number of FPs and the number of possible FPs, respectively. Based on
the results of each comparison in the sequence, the ROC-diagram is constructed by plotting a
curve in a coordinate system with the FP-rate on the x-axis and the TP-rate on the y-axis. The
ROC curve starts at the point (FP = 0, TP = 0), resulting from the assumption of zero simulated
land-use change, and ends at the point (FP = 1, TP = 1), resulting from the assumption that
land-use change is simulated on all cells. The performance metric of ROC, the area under the
curve (AUC), is calculated by trapezoidal approximation. On average, a random suitability
8 http://www.riks.nl/products/Map_Comparison_Kit
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assessment results in a value of AUC = 0.5. In contrast, a suitability map that assigns the n
highest values to the n cells where real change occurs (the perfect suitability map) yields AUC
= 1. Hence, an AUC-value between 0.5 and 1 indicates that the suitability assessment explains
the location of change better than a random process.
We performed three separate ROC analyses for the land-use activities METRO, AGRO, and
GRAZE. Therefore, we compiled three different real-change maps. For METRO and AGRO,
we used theMODIS land cover dataset for the years 2001 and 2005. All cells that were “urban”
(“cropland”) in the 2005 map but not in the 2001 map are categorized as change for METRO
(AGRO). For GRAZE, the real change map was derived from the small ruminant density
(SRD) maps adjusted to match FAO totals for the years 2000 and 2005 [16]. We defined real
change from non-grazing to grazing if the small ruminant density increases by 25% and by a
minimum of 25 animals per km2 over the five year period. The ROC curves resulting from the
analyses are shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3. Relative Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves for the three land-use activities METRO,
AGRO, and GRAZE. The 45◦ line indicates the ROC curve for randomly distributed suitability values.
The area under the curve (AUC) is the performance measure of ROC.
6.2. Map comparison analysis
We carried out a map comparison analysis to validate the resulting land-use maps. For this
purpose, we compared the simulated land-use map S for the year 2005 with the MODIS land
cover map for the same year, which we considered the actual or reference land-use map A, by
calculating the kappa coefficient of agreement (κ) [9, 42] and kappa simulation (κsim)[60].
We applied κ because it is commonly used for validation of simulated land-use maps. The
coefficient takes into account that the proportion of cells that are classified correctly by chance,
denoted as the expected proportion correct pe, can be very large. The pe depends on the
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number of categories and the number of cells in each category in S and A. Based on the
observed proportion correct po and pe, κ is defined as [60]:
κ =
po − pe
1− pe
(3)
Values for κ range from -1 (indicating no agreement for any of the cells) to 1 (indicating perfect
agreement of S and A). If po is equal to pe, i.e., if the land-use types are allocated randomly, κ is
equal to 0. The κ coefficient tends to overestimate the performance of land-use changemodels,
which use an initial land-use map as a starting point, if the number of actually changing cells
is small compared to the number of cells with persistent land-use. In this case, a model that
randomly allocates a small quantity of change, or simulates no change at all, can reach κ
values close to 1. Hence, we also calculated the κsim coefficient, which considers the number
of actual and simulated land-use transitions for the calculation of the expected proportion
correct pe(transition). In order to calculate pe(transition), additionally the initial land-use map
was considered. The value range for κsim is similar to that of κ and can be interpreted in the
same way. Similarly to the standard κ, κsim is then defined as [60]:
κsim =
po − pe(transition)
1− pe(transition)
(4)
In order to calculate κ and κsim, the land-use categories in the simulated land-use map
and the MODIS dataset were harmonized. For this purpose, the land-use categories that
LandSHIFT.JR simulates explicitly, i.e., “urban land”, “cropland”, and “rangeland”, were
coded similarly in both maps. The remaining land-use types, e.g. “barren land”, were lumped
together in the categories “natural land-cover” or “water”. Rangeland is not classified as a
separate land-use type in the MODIS dataset. Therefore, we used the SRD map to derive the
extent of rangeland. We defined a cell as rangeland if the density of small ruminants was
87 animals per km2 or higher and at the same time the land-use/land-cover type assigned
in the MODIS map was different from urban, cropland, and water. The threshold value of
small ruminant density was adjusted in order to maximize κ. Since SRD is provided on a
different spatial resolution (0.05 dd) and the conversion of SRD to “real” grazing land is very
straightforward we consider the classification of rangeland to be rather inaccurate. Therefore,
we tested the model performance based on two different sets of land-use maps. In set “UCR”
urban, cropland, and rangeland were considered; in set “UC” only urban and cropland were
considered as separate land-use categories.
For the “UCR” set, the validation results for the map comparison were 0.6 and 0.12 for κ and
κsim, respectively. A value of κ=0.6 indicates that the agreement of the simulated and observed
land-use map was significantly better than it can be expected for a randommodel. Compared
to other studies, which report κ values from 0.6 to above 0.9 for land-use change modeling
[36, 65], the agreement of LandSHIFT.JR results and the reference map was relatively low.
However, it is important to bear in mind that we did not calibrate LandSHIFT.JR in order to
maximize the agreement to observed datasets. The results are entirely based on parsimonious
assumptions and objective methods to derive model parameters, e.g. the suitability factor
weights. Hence, lower κ-values are to be expected.
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The κ coefficient can be interpreted as the gain in agreement of the model as compared to
a baseline assumption. For standard κ the baseline is a process that randomly allocates the
proportion of categories given be the model. For κsim, the baseline is an improved random
process using the additional information that possible changes in land use are limited to a
certain, potentially very small, proportion of the cells, which is derived from the simulation
results and the reference map. Therefore, the expected proportion correct increases for κsim
and the values are generally lower. Hence, a κsim of 0.12 still indicates that LandSHIFT.JR
explains the land-use changes in the study region significantly better than the improved
baseline process.
When we used only the information originally given by the MODIS dataset (i.e. omitting
the land-use type rangeland and using the set “UC”) κ increased to 0.72 and κsim increased
to 0.22. This can partly be attributed to the inaccuracies induced by the simple approach to
derive the reference distribution of rangeland. Furthermore, it is important to consider that
the reference map is derived from a remote sensing product (MODIS) and the small ruminant
density dataset, which both are subject to classification and measurement errors. Additional
sources of error may by introduced by data preparation, e.g. spatial aggregation (MODIS) and
disaggregation (SRD).
6.3. Comparison with statistics
We compared the simulated area for rainfed and irrigated cropland for the year 2005 to
estimates of the national statistical agencies of Israel, Jordan, and PA (Table 5). Although the
model results for area under crops were in very good agreement for PA, the model simulated
considerably higher area demands in Israel and Jordan (Table 5). For Israel, the simulated area
demand for irrigated and rainfed cropland in 2005 was 48% and 66% higher than reported
by the statistics, respectively. According to the Central Bureau of Statistics in Israel, the
method to estimate the area under crops has changed starting in 2003. For that reason, a
comparison to earlier years is not possible. However, LandSHIFT.JR uses the estimates of area
under crops for the base year 2000 as an initial condition. Hence, the simulated area and the
area reported by the statistics cannot be compared directly. For Jordan, the simulated area
demand was overestimated by 41% and 57% for irrigated and rain-fed crops, respectively.
This discrepancy can partly be explained by the fact that, according to the state statistics, the
area under crops increased by only 4% while the production of agricultural products, which
is the main driver of LandSHIFT.JR, increased by 46% [18]. Assuming that high-quality land
resources are already in use for crop production, this is only possible if crop productivity
increases considerably due to massive changes in agricultural management, e.g., fertilizer
application or irrigation techniques. Currently, LandSHIFT.JR cannot simulate such effects
because of missing input data. According to the MODIS land cover dataset for 2005 the area
of cropland increased by about 63 %, which is more consistent with the relative increase in
crop production simulated with LandSHIFT.JR.
7. Application example
In order to give an application example of LandSHIFT.JR, we set up a modeling exercise.
As drivers for the model, we use the assumptions on the dynamics of population number,
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Rainfed cropland Irrigated cropland Total cropland
Statistics LandSHIFT.JR Statistics LandSHIFT.JR Statistics LandSHIFT.JR
[km2] [km2] [km2] [km2] [km2] [km2]
Israel 1283 2129 (+66%) 1298 1926 (+48%) 2581 4055 (+57%)
Jordan 1663 2613 (+57%) 610 858 (+41%) 2273 3471 (+53%)
PA 1545 1561 ( +1%) 184 184 ( 0%) 1729 1745 ( +1%)
Table 5. Area under rainfed and irrigated crops in 2005 for Israel, Jordan, and the Palestinian National
Authority (PA) as simulated with LandSHIFT.JR and estimated by the national statistical agencies.
agricultural production, livestock production, and yield change due to technological progress
as given by the GLOWA Jordan River Modest Hopes scenario [6]. Figure 4 shows the
LandSHIFT.JR results for land-use/land-cover distribution, population density, and livestock
density for the base year (2000) and the corresponding projections for the year 2050.
Figure 4. Maps of land-use and land-cover distribution, population density, and livestock density for the
years 2000 and 2050 simulated with LandSHIFT.JR for theModest Hopes scenario [6].
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A comparison of Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows considerable increases in the area demands for
the main land-use activities. By 2050, the extent of urban land increases by about 56 %, while
irrigated cropland expands to more than twice, rainfed cropland to more than three times, and
grazing land tomore than four times the area as compared to 2000. The figures for agricultural
area reflect the ranking of the four activities: the lower the priority of a land-use activity is the
lower is the productivity on the areas it is allocated to and, consequently, the larger is the area
expansion needed to fulfill the demands. The increasing population density between 2000
and 2050 is shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (d). The maps show the typical differences between the
modeling approaches for rural and urban population growth. On the one hand, the urban
encroachment approach leads to relative fast growth of urban land (population density above
5000 people/km2) at the edges of existing cities or urban centers. On the other hand, rural
population density increases uniformly and proportional to the initial population density,
which is distributed homogeneously over administrative units. Hence, the outlines of these
districts can partly be recognized in the maps. The land-use activity with the lowest priority
is grazing. Therefore, rangeland is more and more displaced from areas with relatively high
productivity, where it is predominantly allocated in 2000 (Fig. 4 (e)), and shifted to less
productive areas (Fig. 4 (f)). This leads to a vast extent of rangeland with low stocking
densities in 2050. The expansion of irrigated cropland (Fig. 4 (a) and (b)) causes irrigation
water requirements to rise. Table 6 presents the simulated total irrigation water demand and
area specific irrigation water demand on state level. According to these figures, the projected
irrigation water demand almost doubles in PA and Jordan and is about threefold in Israel in
2050 as compared to the year 2000.
State I R water demand [106 m3] Avg. IR water demand [mm]
(2000) (2050) (2000) (2050)
Israel 638 1477 (+132%) 31 72
Jordan 322 772 (+140%) 4 9
PA 86 162 ( +88%) 14 26
Table 6. Total simulated (change between 2000 and 2050 in parenthesis) and average area specific
irrigation water demand in 2000 and 2050 for Israel, Jordan, and the Palestinian National Authority (PA).
8. Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter, we introduce the integrated modeling system LandSHIFT.JR for the Jordan
River region. We give a detailed description of the modeling system, its parameterization,
and validation. We furthermore present a sample application of LandSHIFT.JR for theModest
Hopes scenario, developed in the context of the GLOWA Jordan River scenario exercise [6].
Since vegetation degradation due to overgrazing is a major problem in the Jordan River region
[1] and since the intensity levels of grazing management strongly affect the environment via
different pathways (e.g. woody encroachment [7], biodiversity loss [1] or erosion [27]) we
developed a separate module for livestock grazing, that not only implements indicators for
grazing intensity, but also includes different rangeland management strategies [28, 29]. This
allows to consider the effect of rangeland management strategies in environmental impact
assessments.
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In contrast to earlier versions of LandSHIFT.JR, the current version includes the effect of
changing climate conditions on crop yields and productivity of natural vegetation, which
was shown to have a strong effect on land demand in the Jordan River region [32]. The
indirect effect of productivity on area demand for the different agricultural activities is
included indirectly by spatially explicit simulation models (WADISCAPE and GEPIC), driven
by high-resolution climate change simulations for the Jordan River region [53]. This allows
the inclusion of a high level of spatial detail into the simulations of land-use and land-cover
change, which is carried out on a gridwith a spatial resolution of 30 arc seconds. This is of high
importance in a region with such high variability in biogeographic conditions as the Jordan
River region. Furthermore, it applies a consistent assessment method to the entire Jordan
River region and allows the combined assessment of socio-economic and climate impact on
the food production systems in the Jordan River region which is considered to be mandatory
[55, 56].
Another striking feature of the presented modeling system is the separate module for
irrigated crop production. This module allows to simulate spatial and temporal dynamics
of irrigated crop production and the resulting land-use patterns and intensities [32]. The
model also enables an assessment of climate dependent net irrigation water requirements
simulated with the GEPIC model. Hence, the modeling system can now be used the evaluate
the effect of changes in cropland extent (induced by changing climate conditions and/or
demands for agricultural commodities) on the net irrigation water requirements. However,
it has to be mentioned that the current LandSHIFT.JR version only evaluates the demand
and no connection to water supply is implemented so far. LandSHIFT.JR considers only
crop categories and does not differentiate between crop types. The net irrigation water
requirements for the different crop categories were inferred from GEPIC simulations for
wheat yields using a crop-specific adjustment parameter. This approach introduces some
inaccuracy into the simulation and, as a result, makes the simulation results more suitable
for the evaluation of changes in water requirements as compared to the absolute amounts.
Furthermore, no information on conveyance efficiencies or irrigation efficiencies (e.g. drip
irrigation versus sprinkler irrigation) is included, which would be required to derive the gross
irrigation water requirements.
In order to validate LandSHIFT.JR, three different validation methods were applied: (1) ROC
analysis [43], (2) map comparison using κ and κsim as performance measures [42, 60], and (3)
a comparison of the quantity of simulated land-use changes with observed land-use changes.
The results for the ROC analysis (AUC = 0.81 for METRO, AUC = 0.84 for AGRO, and
AUC = 0.83 for GRAZE) indicate that the suitability assessment in LandSHIFT.JR explains
the location of change to a high degree. The validation results for the map comparison
are at the lower range of values reported for land-use models, with 0.6 and 0.12 for κ and
κsim (0.72 and 0.22 without rangeland), respectively. Bearing in mind that the modeling
approach of LandSHIFT.JR does not include a calibration step (e.g. [50, 65]), but is entirely
based on parsimonious assumptions and objective methods, we consider these values as
acceptable. The comparison of observed and simulated land-use changes shows an almost
perfect agreement for PA. Discrepancies resulting for Israel and Jordan might partly be
induced by inconsistencies in the reported values. Based on the validation results, we consider
LandSHIFT.JR suitable for the simulation of the location and quantity of land-use changes in
the Jordan River region.
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As shown for the application example, LandSHIFT.JR implements modules for the four
land-use activities infrastructure and housing, irrigated crop production, rainfed crop
production, and livestock grazing. For each land-use activity, besides the dominant land-use
types also an indicator of land-use intensity is allocated (population density, irrigated or
rainfed crop production amount, stocking density). Hence, the model concept implemented
in LandSHIFT.JR considers not only land-use patterns, but also the corresponding land-use
intensities. This makes LandSHIFT.JR land-use simulation results suitable for applications
focusing on natural resource management and environmental impact assessment [24, 39].
We see a potential for improvement regarding the validation process. The spatially explicit
validation of rangeland, net irrigation water requirements, and the separate validation of
irrigated and rainfed croplandwas limited by insufficient data availability. This will be caught
up for, once suitable datasets are available. We encounter this validation issues by choosing a
straightforward modeling approach, based on logical assumptions and renunciation of model
calibration and consider this approach as second best to data.
In addition to extensive sensitivity and uncertainty analyses to improve the scientific
knowledge and understanding of land-use systems in the Jordan River region, we see a strong
potential for future studies on the relationship between irrigation water supply (including
treated wastewater), net irrigation water requirements, and soil sensitivity towards the
irrigation with treated wastewater [47]. For this purpose, additional GEPIC simulations for
other crop types besides wheat would be required in order to be able to assess the irrigation
water requirements more accurately. This would allow for interesting analyses regarding the
potential of using treated wastewater for irrigation purposes, under consideration of possible
environmental problems associated with the use of treated wastewater for irrigation [5].
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